
Saving Celeste is one of the futuristic and
meaningful books that is thought to be a big
reminder and alert to those who harm our
environment severely without realising how awful it
could be to live in a polluted and corrupted
environment .

The book is set in a dystopian and destroyed
setting that symbolises what the future could be
hiding for us and visualising how it would be like to
live in future if we ignore the fact that our planet is
being destroyed by human acts and that we must
spread awareness globally of what is happening
to our planet.

Timothee de Fombelle - the writer of the book - introduces in his
futuristic novel, people who live in crowded cities where cars are
stacked vertically and shopping centres situated miles into the sky. By
visualising from his personal viewpoint what he thinks our future could
look like he is trying to emphasise that with a destructed planet, life
could be described as a ‘Fake Bubble’ due to the fact that without
feeling the beautiful and natural taste of our life there is no purpose for
us as humans to exist.

It all starts when Celeste starts school and meets a lonely boy who
quickly gets excited and curious to know her , however the next day
she goes missing and after many time spent by the boy to find her, he
discovers that her whole body and especially her blood becomes
polluted severely just as our planted.Further to that, the more our planet
is polluted the more the signs of pollution show on Celeste’s
body.Therefore , Celeste is presented as the human form of our planet
in order to reflect how our planet suffers every time a person decides to
harm the environment even if it was a simple act.

Do you think it is not too late to act in reducing the pollution that has
occurred on our planet and saving Celeste? Do you think that our
planet will remain sturdy? Do you think that the lonely boy could save



Celeste’s life?

Well, you could find the answers to all of these questions by reading this
amazing book!


